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Retail is at the epicenter
of disruption
The rules of engagement have changed, but many
retailers are still playing by the rules of 60 years ago.
Shoppers have more information. Online shopping
is easier than ever. Now going to the store to try on a
piece of clothing seems a bit archaic.
What’s going to keep brick-and-mortar stores viable?
How are retailers going to provide outstanding service
with rising customer expectations and the convenience
of online shopping? How can retailers deliver
innovative apps and fresh, inclusive, and inspiring
content day after day to young, tech-savvy consumers?

Those who refuse to look at
IT as a strategic investment
for turnaround, but only as an
operational expense, are in trouble,
period. But retail is not dead, just
rapidly evolving.¹

Moving to the cloud is the first step to begin playing by
the new rules of engagement.

Cloud-powered
retail intelligence
With chaos comes opportunity. Using powerful cloud
technologies unlocks retail intelligence from AI, machine
learning, and augmented reality. You can do more in the
cloud by digging into your business data and getting a
360-degree view of your customers that helps you better
engage them with your brand and deliver relevant and
personalized shopping experiences.
Let’s look at how developing a modern data estate
using Microsoft Azure enables you to deliver intelligent
retail experiences in the cloud.

The first step: migrate
data to modernize
your data estate
No matter where you are in your digital
transformation journey, moving your data to
the cloud helps unlock the intelligence that
comes from a connected data estate while
building a foundation for other initiatives—as
in the examples in this e-book.
Migrating your data to Microsoft Azure:
• Accommodates hybrid environments
(on-premises and cloud).
• Lets you migrate data on your terms,
at your pace.
• Helps you strengthen your security posture
and streamline compliance processes.
Learn more
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Scale personalized shopping experiences

Break down data siloes

Traditional on-premises e-commerce systems hamper
the ability to keep up with consumer trends and business
growth. In the cloud, you can tailor front-end services
without modifying back-end infrastructure. Using
modular micro-services that operate independently
and quickly means you can deploy front-end services in
many combinations to diverse geographic regions. Backend APIs communicate with separate, customer-facing
applications running on website and mobile devices to
create greater personalized shopping experiences on a
scalable platform.

In the cloud, you can restructure customer data and
remove information siloes. Then, by anonymizing
and aggregating data, you can build out features and
customize offers at scale. With unified cloud data, you
can more easily match customers with personalized
deals based on account information and online
preferences. By delivering personalized, predictive
deals, you’ll improve customer experience and increase
customer loyalty.

We needed software that would support the
company’s global growth plans. We needed
a platform that would enable consumers to
shop in their own language and to choose
payment methods and delivery options
appropriate for them.²

With the data already collected but
separated into different customer
experiences, it made sense to move it all
to the cloud and to leverage AI tools to
drive results.³

Bob Strudwick,

Senior Vice President of Information Technology,
Loblaw

Chief Technology Officer,
ASOS

David Markwell,
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Empower teams with AI
Information overload can paralyze your teams.
However, employees become valuable brand
ambassadors when they are empowered by technology
that allows them to focus more on engaging,
personalized customer experiences and less on lowvalue, nuts-and-bolts activities. In the cloud, you
can connect employees and data securely and apply
intelligence to optimize operations.

Enhance in-store shopping with connected
IoT devices
IoT connects stores, warehouses, merchandise, shoppers,
and associates in new ways via the cloud. This helps
you fine-tune the shopping experience for customers
while they are in the store shopping. IoT sensors can
detect what customers are looking for, show what
they are buying, and help in-store employees respond
immediately to customer needs. After a store visit,
information obtained from the in-store IoT sensors can
power future, personalized marketing.
More networked IoT applications benefitting
retailers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personalized discounts
Automatic checkout
In-store layout optimization
AI-driven bot support
Optimizing supply chain
Beacons alert customers to sales

Every surface, screen, and scanner
will not just consume data, but
create it, make sense of it, and enable
employees to act upon it.⁴

With the growth of the Internet
of Things, customers will enjoy an
increasingly connected or ‘smart’
shopping experience through a
network of connections linking the
physical and digital worlds into an
ecosystem of devices, including
vehicles, stores, and software.⁵
Doug McMillon,
President and CEO,
Walmart

IoT in retail environments will range
from $410 billion to $1.2 trillion per
year by 2025.⁶
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Deliver augmented reality
shopping experiences
Budget constraints often prevent retailers from
investing in immersive AR shopping experiences,
which until recently required the development
of expensive, custom applications for various onpremises systems. Advancements in cloud-based
technologies enable you to develop more affordable
AR solutions with built-in cross-platform support.
That means retailers can now respond more quickly
to growing customer demand for AR experiences by
developing them in the cloud.

Off-the-shelf cloud services expedite
app development
IT teams, with limited bandwidth and resources,
struggle to develop applications at the pace of business
change. In the cloud, IT professionals can build, deploy,
and scale consumer-grade web apps more rapidly. This
ability to accelerate code to production times gives
retailers a significant competitive advantage.
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30% of consumers said they would
never go to another clothing store
again if AR would allow them to buy
the right size clothing with confidence.⁷

By 2020, 100 million consumers will
shop in augmented reality.⁸

Being able to leverage so many
off-the-shelf services and tools
from Azure enabled us to go from
zero to a full- fledged e-commerce
marketplace in just about 12 months.⁹
Mike Hanrahan,
CTO,
Jet.com
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Migrate the way you want with Microsoft Azure
Whether you decide to tackle cloud migration yourself or need assistance, Microsoft can guide you in developing your
modern data estate.
Azure’s flexible, hybrid cloud migration enables you to move data at your own pace, when it makes the most sense for
your business. No matter which way you choose to migrate, you’ll receive Azure’s consistent, secure experience. Rest
assured, Azure is protected with end-to-end security and compliance, backed by Microsoft.

Do it yourself
Get started by conducting an assessment of your
data estate using the TCO (total cost of ownership)
calculator. You’ll identify priority areas that need to
be modernized and have the information you need to
start migrating to Azure on your own.

Assess Azure migration cost savings
with the TCO calculator
Access all the tools and resources you
need to migrate at your own pace

Get assistance with
your migration
Microsoft’s FastTrack for Azure provides direct
assistance from Azure engineering to help you
get started and ensure successful migration. You’ll
get assistance to address gaps and add on digital
transformation functionality for your business.

Engage Microsoft FastTrack for Azure
For managed service providers or systems
integrators, find a Microsoft partner

Learn how to optimize your cloud data
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